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“May God bless each and every one of you throuGhout this 

coMinG new year.”  

 

 

 

 

“let one of your resolutions be that you will be ever 

faithfully faithful.”  

 

I N S I D E  T H I S  I S S U E :  

Missionary Reflection 1 

Recap of 2020 2 
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• SALT has had a 

blessed 2020, all 

things considered! 

• Thank you for your 

involvement and 

support! 

• Stay tuned for our 

2021 calendar. 
2020 was not what any of us expected. We started the year as any 

other: making resolutions, planning for big life events, and anticipating 

life would carry on as expected. COVID– 19 made other plans. No 

one could have predicted how things would play out. It is our hope 

that even amidst the challenges of the year that you experienced 

moments of joy and blessing. Life continued on, if not in person, on 

Zoom. Babies were born, students grew and graduated, families 

bonded, and marriages were celebrated. 2021 will surely bring more of 

these events, which we will hopefully be able to attend in person. 

The flip of the calendar page does not guarantee the return to a life we 

so desperately long for. Let the transition of the year be the catalyst 

for something you are in control of, continuing to deepen and grow 

our relationship with God, the source of our joy and peace. As Mother 

Angeline’s quotes relay above, with God as the center of our lives, 

blessings are sure to follow. And isn’t that all we can hope for in 2021? 

 

Merry Christmas & Happy New Year! 

-Liz Lococo, SALT Coordinator 

Mother Angeline Moment 



 

2020: In Review 

Thank you, SALT Missionaries! Even though we couldn’t gather in 

the Carmelite homes for service this year, you were active in pray-

er, love, and cheer from the comfort of your homes! Virtual SALT 

was a great success from checking in with each other after a year 

apart to spreading some holiday spirit to the Carmelite homes 

through crafts and entertainment. 

Stay tuned for announcements 

about our 2021 events! Pray that 

by summer we will be able to see 

you all in person! But if not, we 

appreciate your continued virtual 

support and your prayers! 


